
First of all, I’d just like to say congratulations on your engagement! 
I’m so honoured you would consider Star Jasmine Studio to be a part of your big day. 

Have a flick through this brochure to see what we’re about, the designs we are
working on, plus our range of fabrics.  

WHO ARE WE? (Should that say Who am I?)

OUR MISSION: HANDMADE, AFFORDABLE DESIGNS, FOR EVERY BODY.

Is there even such a thing as "standard sizing"? We've all been there, tried on one size in a shop and gone to the next 
shop only to find we need 4 sizes bigger. It's confusing & it's frustrating, when you're buying for other people, the 

complication increases. That's why everything is cut & made to custom measurements. 

Every order placed is handmade. All our photos are real photos taken in our studio from a real sample. The only editing 
I do is colour changing - this is to give an idea as to what each item will look like in all of our range of colours, without 

me having to make one of everything in every colour. But for the best colour match, I always recommend ordering 
fabric samples! 

We aim to produce our products as eco-consciously as possible. By making products to-order, there is zero waste from 
unsold stock. We order fabrics from UK suppliers using carbon neutral delivery from DPD. 

By shopping with us, you can support a small business, & get some dresses you love in the process 

Hi, I’m Sammi, the creator of Star Jasmine Studio. 
 

I graduated University in 2014 with a First Class Honours degree in Fashion, & 
have over 10 years experience sewing both as a hobby and a career. I can 
usually be found with a tape measure around my neck and loose threads stuck 
all over my clothes.

I was inspired to create Star Jasmine Studio after designing & making some 
bridesmaid dresses as a personal favour to a friend. She came to me looking 
for help - high street shops had a limited choice of suitable dresses; and when 
she found a style she liked, it was unavailable in all of the sizes she needed. 
Custom dresses were out of the question, as they were too expensive. It 
occurred to me that other brides must experience the same problems, and I 
hope Star Jasmine Studio will be the solution. 



FABRICS

SILK DRAPE SOFT LUSTRE

So, we work with two main fabrics at the moment. 

SILK DRAPE & SOFT LUSTRE

Let me tell you a little about each fabric. They both have amazing 4 way stretch. Yes, that’s right. Stretchy 
bridesmaid dresses. What’s the point in having a massive cake if you can’t eat it for fear of bursting a zip. But 
don’t worry, just because the fabric is stretchy, it doesn’t mean we’re gonna go all bandage bodycon dress on 

you. It simply offers an extra element of comfort and also offers some flexibility incase anyone does their 
measurements wrong or gains/loses weight.

So what’s the difference? Well, both the fabrics below are KHAKI. 

SILK DRAPE has a satin finish, with a gorgeous sheen, and SOFT LUSTRE has a matte finish, with a slight sheen 
which catches the light beautifully. 

We recommend ordering samples so you can have a good nosy at both. 

A little note if you do want to order samples:
We do our best to keep colours consistent across our range of fabrics, however, shades can vary ever so 

slightly between rolls as they are batch dyed by the manufacturer. It is crucial that all bridesmaid dresses are 
ordered at the same time to ensure they are made with fabric from the same batch. If your sample is over 6 

months old, we recommend ordering new samples before proceeding with an order to ensure you are viewing 
the most recent shades. 

Please note all dresses are double-layered and/or lined to ensure the dress is flattering, comfortable and not 
see-through/clingy, do not worry if the samples appear thin, as they are only one layer thickness to show 

colour.



SKETCH VS REALITY
As part of the design and pattern cutting process, I created technical sketches of each design. I can use these to 

show you how the dresses will look.I just wanted to show this little comparison of the sketches vs the real 
dresses so you have an idea of the quality. 

We’ve all seen those ‘expectations vs reality’ horror stories of dresses ordered online that look nothing like the 
photos. . Hopefully you agree, the real thing in our case, not only looks like the sketch but is so much better. So 

this is where we need you to have a little faith in us. 



TOPS

SKIRTS

LUNA
All of our designs are made up of a ‘mix & match’style format. Meaning we have 
a core range of TOPS, and a core range of SKIRTS. These are formatted on the 

website to show you every possible combination, before allowing you to choose 
the colour/fabric and add all your measurements. Below are our core range of 

TOPS. 

Once you’ve found a top you like, time to pair it with one of our bottom options to 
create the ultimate custom combination. Below are our core range of BOTTOMS. 

She is a wrap-over style bodice 
with pleats at the waist and a 

V-Neck. She comes with 4 differ-
ent sleeve options. 

HALLEY

AURA

TULIP A-LINE SHEATH TROUSER PLEATED WRAP MERMAID

GAIA VENUS

A gorgeous, spaghetti 
strapped cowl, halley 
is a stunning classic 

design. Wanna wear a 
bra? No problem, we 
can make the straps 

wider. 

SELENE
A plunging V 

neck bodice with 
a strappy back 

design. Gathering 
around the 
underbust. 

NOVA IRIS
This pin-up style 
design features a 
shaped waistband 
and pleated bust 

panels (which we can 
make for any sized 

boob)

She’s simple, 
minimal chic. A 
stunning fitted 

V-Neck cami with 
spaghetti straps. 

She can be 
altered to be 

worn with a bra

V-Neck bodice with centre front seam. She’s 
available with 3 different sleeve types

A minimal front paired with 
a floaty angel sleeve. 

Simple, yet stunning. She 
can be customised if you 
want the neckline chang-
ing, just let us know. Want 
her backless? You got it. 

A 
wrap-over 
skirt with 

pleats and 
tulip hem. 

Midi 
length

A half-circle 
skirt. Full or 
midi length. 
Very swishy.

Figure hugging 
around the 
waist/bum 
with slight 
flare to the 

floor.

Wide leg.  
Imagine the 
dance moves 

you could do in 
these bad 

boys.

Asymettric 
a-line with 

pleats over the 
stomach & 

wrap effect.

Wrap skirt 
with a split. Go 

on, get that 
leg out. Split 
height can be 

specified.

Flattering 
fishtail shape 

hugs the 
thighs/bum 

before flaring 
out to the floor.

A cowl neck, draped to 
perfection, plus a sleek 
long sleeve. She can be 

made with a high, flat back 
or a plunging cowl back. 

SLEEVELESS LONG SLEEVE

LONG SLEEVE

ANGEL SLEEVE

ANGEL SLEEVE

CAPE SLEEVE

CAPE SLEEVE



PRICES
This is prob the info you are really looking for. I know I would be. Don’t worry, this isn’t going to be one of those leaflets 

that’s like ‘please get in touch for a quote’then gets back to you with stupid expensive prices. We’d rather be transparent 
about the price of everything because it helps you make an informed decision. So, over the next couple of pages I’ve laid 

out our FULL RANGE showing EVERY COMBINATION available and the price. Over time we hope to add more styles and 
fabrics but for now, here are our prices. 

LUNA-TU
£90.00

LUNA-CR
£130.00 £90.00 £90.00 £100.00 £105.00 £105.00

LUNA-SH LUNA-TR LUNA-PL LUNA-WR LUNA-ME

LU-CP-TU
£105.00

LU-CP-CR
£145.00 £105.00 £105.00 £115.00 £120.00 £120.00

LU-CP-SH LU-CP-TR LU-CP-PL LU-CP-WR LU-CP-ME

LU-AG-TU
£100.00

LU-AG-CR
£140.00 £100.00 £100.00 £110.00 £115.00 £115.00

LU-AG-SH LU-AG-TR LU-AG-PL LU-AG-WR LU-AG-ME



PRICES (continued)

AU-LS-TU
£90.00

AU-LS-CR
£130.00 £90.00 £90.00 £100.00 £105.00 £105.00

AU-LS-SH AU-LS-TR AU-LS-PL AU-LS-WR AU-LS-ME

AU-AG-TU
£90.00

AU-AG-CR
£130.00 £90.00 £90.00 £100.00 £105.00 £105.00

AU-AG-SH AU-AG-TR AU-AG-PL AU-AG-WR AU-AG-ME

LU-LS-TU
£100.00

LU-LS-CR
£140.00 £100.00 £100.00 £110.00 £115.00 £115.00

LU-LS-SH LU-LS-TR LU-LS-PL LU-LS-WR LU-LS-ME



PRICES (continued)

GA-LS-TU
£90.00

GA-LS-CR
£130.00 £90.00 £90.00 £100.00 £105.00 £105.00

GA-LS-SH GA-LS-TR GA-LS-PL GA-LS-WR GA-LS-ME

IRIS-TU
£80.00

IRIS-CR
£120.00 £80.00 £80.00 £90.00 £95.00 £95.00

IRIS-SH IRIS-TR IRIS-PL IRIS-WR IRIS-ME

AU-CP-TU
£95.00

AU-CP-CR
£135.00 £95.00 £95.00 £105.00 £110.00 £110.00

AU-CP-SH AU-CP-TR AU-CP-PL AU-CP-WR AU-CP-ME



PRICES (continued)

SELE-TU
£95.00

SELE-CR
£135.00 £95.00 £95.00 £105.00 £110.00 £110.00

SELE-SH SELE-TR SELE-PL SELE-WR SELE-ME

NOVA-TU
£95.00

NOVA-CR
£135.00 £95.00 £95.00 £105.00 £110.00 £110.00

NOVA-SH NOVA-TR NOVA-PL NOVA-WR NOVA-ME

HALY-TU
£85.00

HALY-CR
£125.00 £85.00 £85.00 £95.00 £100.00 £100.00

HALY-SH HALY-TR HALY-PL HALY-WR HALY-ME



PRICES (continued)

www.starjasminestudio.co.uk
starjasminestudio@gmail.com

Congrats on making it to the end of the brochure! Hopefully along the way you saw something you liked and decided we 
could work together on making your bride tribe look and feel their best. 

I would encourage you to look again at our website, and get yourself some fabric samples ordered so you can have a look 
at the colours and fabrics in person.

Hope to hear from you soon!

Sammi
Star Jasmine Studio 

VE-LS-TU
£95.00

VE-LS-CR
£135.00 £95.00 £95.00 £105.00 £110.00 £110.00

VE-LS-SH VE-LS-TR VE-LS-PL VE-LS-WRVE-LS-ME


